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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Influence of kidney offer acceptance behavior on metrics of
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Abstract
We investigated associations of deceased donor kidney offer acceptance with likeli-
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hood of the kidney being discarded, cold ischemia time at transplant (CIT), and likeli-
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kidney offers from donors in the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients July 1,

hood of the kidney being exported outside the donation service area (DSA). We used
2015-June 30, 2016, and a stratified logistic regression to estimate odds ratios of ac-
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ceptance for candidates wait-listed in a DSA. We estimated associations between
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DSA with the lowest ratio. Low acceptance ratios were associated with higher CIT

these ratios and likelihood of discard or export and CIT at transplant. Approximately
0.50 kidneys were discarded per donor; lower DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios
were associated with more discards (R=−0.20; P=0.006). For a median donor, the DSA
with the highest acceptance ratio would place 0.12 more kidneys per donor than the
(R=−0.23; P<0.001). For the median donor, CIT was 2.9 hours shorter for the DSA with
the highest versus lowest acceptance ratio. Low acceptance ratios were associated
with more exports (R=−0.43; P<0.001); the probability was 15% higher for a median
donor in the DSA with the lowest versus highest acceptance ratio. Improving lower-
than-expected offer acceptance would likely reduce discards, CIT, and exports.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

easy-to-place kidneys across transplant programs,5 which may lead to
discards due to allocation inefficiency and longer cold ischemia time

In the United States, approximately 100 000 patients are on the waiting

(CIT). Despite a desire to reduce the kidney discard rate, there has

list for a deceased donor kidney transplant. Nevertheless, 20% of kid-

been no formal investigation of the relationship between offer accep-

neys recovered for transplant are discarded, including 55% of kidneys

tance and eventual kidney discard.

with a kidney donor profile index (KDPI) over 85%, indicating a “high-
1

The effect of program-specific offer acceptance practices on allo-

risk” donor. The importance of decreasing the number of discarded

cation efficiency is difficult to evaluate due to the complicated nature

kidneys cannot be overstated, given the long-term survival benefit of

of kidney allocation. Specifically, kidneys are recovered and allocated

kidney transplant compared with dialysis, regardless of KDPI.2,3 For ex-

by the organ procurement organizations (OPOs) that serve each dona-

ample, the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN)

tion service area (DSA), not by individual transplant programs; that is,

recently approved an operational rule to reduce the number of dis-

kidneys are allocated at the DSA level rather than the program level.

carded kidneys with a KDPI over 85% by excluding transplants of such

Intuitively, multiple programs must decline offers of a given kidney

kidneys from evaluation of transplant program outcomes.4 However,

for it to accrue additional CIT or be discarded. Thus, the effect of in-

there is substantial variability in program-specific offer acceptance of

dividual programs and their offer acceptance behavior on allocation
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efficiency are difficult to isolate from each other. Specifically, multiple

with extremely high cPRA or zero-HLA mismatches, deceased donor

transplant programs are usually associated with the allocation process

kidneys are typically offered first to candidates listed in the donor’s

for each recovered kidney, and the programs responsible for even-

DSA, with priority given to candidates with the longest time on dialy-

tual placement or discard depend on the decisions of other programs,

sis or on the waiting list; kidneys with KDPI 85% or above are typi-

which severely complicates an analysis of the association between al-

cally offered to candidates listed in the same OPTN region rather than

location efficiency and offer acceptance of individual programs.

DSA. The OPOs that serve each DSA simultaneously offer a deceased

Previous offer acceptance research focused on demonstrating

donor kidney to multiple candidates, but the offer can only be ac-

the variability in program-specific acceptance of “good” kidneys,5 the

cepted once every candidate with higher allocation priority formally

association of offer acceptance in liver transplantation with wait-list

declines it. Programs have 1 hour to accept the offer before the next

6

7

mortality, and the impact of Share 35 on liver offer acceptance. Each

candidate can formally accept it. Further information on kidney match

of these studies focused on offer acceptance up to a certain point in

runs is provided in Data S1.

the allocation process, after which accepted and declined offers were
ignored. However, focusing on acceptance of early offers may fail to
reveal the overall effect of offer acceptance practices on allocation

2.2 | Kidney offer acceptance model

efficiency. For example, patients at programs with exceptionally high

Discrete-time survival models estimated the probability of accept-

offer acceptance may undergo transplant before they reach the top of

ance separately for pediatric and adult offers. The timescale was the

the waiting list. Thus, offer acceptance of, for example, the first offer

number of previous offers and was estimated by a generalized linear

may fail to identify a program with high acceptance of offers later in a

model with a logit link and a semi-parametric baseline hazard func-

match run, which could indicate a willingness to accept and transplant

tion (ie, the effect of the number of previous offers), which ensured

marginal kidneys that are at risk of discard.

a nonzero probability of acceptance for each offer. The survival

Rather than narrowly focus on acceptance of the first offer, we

model for adult offers was stratified across donor quality, meas-

evaluated the association between the aggregated offer acceptance

ured by the kidney donor risk index (KDRI). The offer acceptance

behavior of programs within a DSA (called DSA-specific offer accep-

model adjusted for donor and candidate characteristics including

tance) and metrics of allocation efficiency for kidneys recovered in the

donor quality, candidate health, and donor-candidate interactions.

DSA. As kidneys are recovered and allocated by the OPOs that serve

The model was estimated with offers from match runs that ended in

each DSA, DSA-specific offer acceptance provided better alignment

acceptance for kidneys recovered between July 1, 2015, and June

with the kidney recovery and allocation process. Additionally, each re-

30, 2016. Data S1 provides a thorough description of the offer ac-

covered kidney has a single DSA-specific offer acceptance ratio that

ceptance model.

characterizes the offer acceptance practices of the local programs,

The offer acceptance model implicitly assumed that offers within

which are given substantial priority in the kidney allocation system.

a match run are independent. This assumption is likely false as nu-

The specific metrics of allocation efficiency were the likelihood of

merous anecdotes describe programs declining every offer associated

the kidney being discarded, CIT at transplant, and the likelihood of the

with a donor after receiving the initial offer. Programs that receive

kidney being exported (ie, transplanted in a DSA different from the

offers of kidneys from unacceptable donors will likely have lower

recovery DSA).

offer acceptance ratios than they would if they had never received
the offers. However, programs have the ability not to receive offers

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

from donors with certain characteristics, and failure to properly screen
offers may slow kidney allocation, increase CIT, and eventually lead to
discard. Thus, this is a potential mechanism through which low offer

Donor and candidate characteristics were retrieved from the

acceptance could lead to discarded organs, and we did not want the

November 2016 Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR)

model to remove the effect.

standard analytic file. The SRTR data system includes data on all donors, wait-listed candidates, and transplant recipients in the United
States, submitted by the members of OPTN, and has been described
elsewhere.8 The Health Resources and Services Administration, US

2.3 | Estimation of donation service area-specific offer
acceptance ratios

Department of Health and Human Services, provides oversight of the

Due to the extent of kidney offer data (over 1.5 million offers during

activities of the OPTN and SRTR contractors.

a year), DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios were estimated after fitting the initial offer acceptance model. Specifically, the ratios were

2.1 | Kidney allocation and match runs

estimated by a random effect for the wait-listing DSA in a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) with a logit link. The GLMM accounted

In the United States, deceased donor kidneys are allocated through a

for donor and candidate risk factors through an offset term equal to

complicated system of rules that depend on donor quality, candidate

the linear predictors of the initial offer acceptance model. Data S1

health, calculated panel-reactive antibodies (cPRA), and time spent

provides a detailed description of the model fitting process, including

on dialysis or the waiting list. With notable exceptions for candidates

the estimation of offer acceptance ratios.
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The characteristics of accepted and declined offers were summa-

TABLE 1
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Characteristics of declined and accepted offers

rized across important donor and candidate factors. Means and stanCharacteristics

Declined
Offers

Accepted Offers

n

1 512 496

11 922

Candidate age at offer, years,
mean (SD)

55 (13)

51 (15)

Candidate EPTS, mean (SD)

2.16 (0.71)

2.01 (0.80)

<35%

15.7

37.4

35-85%

61.4

53.7

exports of kidneys recovered in the DSA. The unadjusted association

>85%

22.9

8.9

was estimated with a Pearson correlation between each metric of

DCD donor

21.7

20.1

allocation efficiency and the natural-log of the DSA-specific offer ac-

PHS increased infectious
risk donor

21.1

22.1

dard deviations described continuous variables, while percentages
described categorical variables.

2.4 | Association between offer acceptance and
metrics of allocation efficiency
Unadjusted and adjusted analyses estimated the association of
DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios with the average number of
discarded kidneys per donor, CIT at transplant, and proportions of

ceptance ratio. The natural-log adjusts for the skewed nature of the
ratio. The adjusted association between offer acceptance and even-

KDPI

Candidate BMI, kg/m2

tual kidney discard was estimated by an ordinal logistic regression

<18.5

1.5

3.6

(0-2 kidneys discarded per recovered donor). A “recovered donor”

18.5-25

20.3

24.9

is a donor from whom at least one organ was recovered. This is the

25-30

33.6

32.6

definition used for the regulatory evaluation of OPOs, but it differs

30-35

27.7

24.1

from the definition of offers in the match run data, which is offers

>35

16.8

14.6

0

0.2

4.8

1

0.3

1.5

2

2.3

5.4

3

10.1

14.9

4

25.9

28.0

adjusted for potentially important donor factors: KDRI, an indicator

5

38.2

31.1

for missing KDRI, age, blood type, donation after circulatory death

6

23.0

14.4

2.8

62.8

of kidneys eventually accepted and transplanted. The adjusted association of offer acceptance with CIT at transplant and likelihood
of kidney export was estimated by, respectively, a linear and logistic
regression. Generalized estimating equations with an exchangeable
working correlation structure accounted for potential correlation
between kidneys from the same donor, and 95% confidence inter9

vals were estimated with robust standard errors. Each regression

(DCD), controlled DCD, and US Public Health Service (PHS) increased

HLA mismatches

Offer number

infectious risk. B-splines with 5 df accounted for the potentially non-

1-10

linear effects of KDRI and donor age. Finally, as large disparities in

11-100

11.2

23.1

kidney supply across DSAs may affect kidney placement,10 B-splines

>100

86.0

14.1

with 5 df adjusted for the ratio of recovered donors to new kidney
wait-list registrations within a DSA.
All analyses were completed in R v3.2.2. B-spline basis was generated with the “splines” package and generalized estimating equations

BMI, body mass index; DCD, donation after circulatory death; EPTS, estimated post-transplant survival; KDPI, kidney donor profile index; PHS,
Public Health Service; SD, standard deviation. Unless otherwise indicated,
values are percentages.

were estimated with the “gee” package.
The clinical and research activities being reported are consistent

more likely to be accepted. Offers with fewer HLA mismatches were

with the Principles of the Declaration of Istanbul as outlined in the

significantly more likely to be accepted, while higher offer numbers

Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism.

were associated with substantially lower acceptance.

3 | RESULTS

3.2 | Association between donation service area-
specific offer acceptance and kidney discard

3.1 | Descriptive statistics of accepted and declined
offers

Low offer acceptance within a DSA was significantly associated with
more discarded kidneys per donor recovered in the DSA (Figure 1).

Accepted offers were associated with younger candidates, lower esti-

Approximately 0.50 kidneys were discarded across the United States

mated post-transplant survival, and lower candidate body mass index

for each donor with a recovered organ. The Pearson correlation be-

(Table 1). Kidneys with KDPI <35% had higher acceptance rates than

tween DSA-specific offer acceptance ratio and kidneys discarded per

kidneys with KDPI >85%. DCD kidneys were slightly more likely to be

donor was approximately −0.20. For the median donor, the DSA with

declined, and kidneys with PHS increased infectious risk were slightly

the highest offer acceptance was expected to discard 0.30 kidneys

4 of 7
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F I G U R E 1 The association between DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios and the number of kidneys discarded per recovered donor. The
“national average” is the average discard rate per donor across each DSA. The adjusted analysis presents the expected discard rate for a median
donor across the spectrum of DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios. DSA, donation service area
per recovered donor, while the DSA with the lowest offer acceptance

exported slightly over 30% of kidneys recovered within it, and the

was expected to discard 0.42 kidneys per recovered donor. Therefore,

average across DSAs ranged from about 15% to nearly 60% of recov-

for a median donor, the DSA with the highest offer acceptance was

ered kidneys. The Pearson correlation between DSA-specific offer ac-

expected to place 0.12 more kidneys per donor than the DSA with the

ceptance ratio and the proportion of exported kidneys was −0.43. For

lowest offer acceptance (P=0.006).

the median donor, the DSA with the highest offer acceptance ratio
was expected to export 27% of recovered kidneys, while the DSA

3.3 | Association between donation service area-
specific offer acceptance and cit at transplant

with the lowest offer acceptance ratio was expected to export 42% of
recovered kidneys. Therefore, for the median donor, the difference in
the proportion of exported kidneys was approximately 15% lower for

Low offer acceptance within a DSA was significantly associ-

the DSA with the highest offer acceptance than for the DSA with the

ated with higher CIT at transplant for kidneys recovered in the

lowest offer acceptance (P<0.001).

DSA (Figure 2). The average CIT at transplant was approximately
17 hours, and the average across DSAs ranged from less than
14 hours to longer than 24 hours. The Pearson correlation be-

4 | DISCUSSION

tween DSA-specific offer acceptance ratio and CIT at transplant
was approximately −0.23. For the median donor, the DSA with the

Low offer acceptance in a DSA was associated with increased like-

highest offer acceptance was expected to have 15.4 hours of CIT

lihood of kidneys being discarded, higher CIT at transplant, and in-

at transplant, while the DSA with the lowest offer acceptance was

creased likelihood of kidneys being exported, for kidneys recovered in

expected to have 18.3 hours of CIT at transplant. Therefore, for

the DSA. This is the first study to confirm the expectation of previous

the median donor, the difference in CIT at transplant for kidneys

investigations of kidney offer acceptance.5 Given the large variability

recovered in a DSA was 2.9 hours lower for the DSA with the high-

in program-specific offer acceptance even for high-quality kidneys,5

est offer acceptance than for the DSA with the lowest offer ac-

efforts to improve offer acceptance may help increase access to kid-

ceptance (P<0.001).

ney transplant by reducing overall discards and improve transplant
recipient outcomes by reducing CIT at transplant.

3.4 | Association between donation service
area-specific offer acceptance and proportion of
exported kidneys

The offer acceptance practices of kidney transplant programs
likely have the most important, and modifiable, effect on allocation efficiency. However, the complexity of the kidney allocation system severely impedes the ability to evaluate the effect of program-level offer

Low offer acceptance within a DSA was significantly associated with

acceptance practices on allocation efficiency. An alternative approach

a higher proportion of exported kidneys (Figure 3). The average DSA

could, for example, investigate the association of eventual discard or

|
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F I G U R E 2 The association between DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios and the average CIT at transplant in hours. The “national average”
is the average CIT at transplant for donors recovered in each DSA. The adjusted analysis presents the expected CIT at transplant for a median
donor across the spectrum of DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios. CIT, cold ischemia time; DSA, donation service area

F I G U R E 3 The association between DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios and the proportion of exported kidneys. The “national average” is
the average proportion of exported kidneys across each DSA. The adjusted analysis presents the expected proportion of exported kidneys for a
median donor across the spectrum of DSA-specific offer acceptance ratios. DSA, donation service area
CIT of a kidney with program-specific acceptance of the first offer.

example, a DSA with several extremely conservative programs but one

This approach may fail to reveal the entire effect of a given program’s

aggressive program may be less burdensome on the allocation process

practices on the allocation system because aggressive programs may

than a DSA with only moderately conservative programs. Thus, further

perform transplants in their patients before they reach the top of the

investigation of the relationships between DSA-specific offer accep-

waiting list. Separately, the variability of program-specific offer accep-

tance, program-
specific offer acceptance, and allocation efficiency

tance practices in a DSA may modify the effect of DSA-specific offer

could help identify the programs with the largest impact on allocation

acceptance (or, equivalently, DSA-specific offer acceptance ratio). For

efficiency.
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The effect of offer acceptance on allocation efficiency may de-

offering kidneys at risk of discard to programs most likely to accept

pend on the quality of the donor. A preliminary analysis of KDPI

and transplant them.14 While offer acceptance will not be integrated

subgroups (Data S1; Table S1) suggests a complicated interaction

into regulatory evaluations, the impact of public reporting on offer

between offer acceptance, donor quality, and allocation efficiency.

acceptance should be monitored due to potential unintended conse-

For example, DSA-specific offer acceptance of low-KDPI kidneys

quences, which may have occurred after implementation of regulatory

had the largest absolute impact on CIT at transplant, despite a non-

evaluations for post-transplant outcomes.15–17

significant association with the likelihood of kidney discard or export.

Deceased donor kidney supply varies substantially across DSAs,1

In contrast, DSA-
specific offer acceptance of high-
KDPI kidneys

and transplant programs that use suboptimal organs tend to have

showed a significant association with likelihood of kidney export

lower deceased donor supply relative to demand.18 Medically ap-

but no significant association with CIT at transplant or likelihood

propriate offer acceptance decisions for wait-
listed candidates

of kidney discard. Donor quality may therefore modify the relation-

could therefore differ in high-supply versus low-supply DSAs. These

ship between offer acceptance and metrics of allocation efficiency.

geographic disparities in the availability of deceased donor kidneys

Interventions to improve offer acceptance may help kidneys across

could therefore justify relatively low offer acceptance behavior.

the entire spectrum of donor quality, although the components of

However, the association between DSA-specific offer acceptance

allocation efficiency may change with donor quality. Regardless, fur-

and metrics of allocation efficiency was present after an adjustment

ther research is warranted regarding the relationship between offer

for supply and demand. Thus, improvements in offer acceptance be-

acceptance, allocation efficiency, and potential efficacy of interven-

havior could increase transplants regardless of supply or demand in

tions across donor quality.

the local DSA.

While kidney discard and allocation efficiency are important issues,

Our analysis of offer acceptance, CIT, and kidney placement is sub-

significant variability in program-specific offer acceptance may affect

ject to potential limitations. First, the offer acceptance model could only

access to kidney transplant and patient outcomes.5 For example, liver

evaluate offers of eventually accepted kidneys to ensure that programs

transplant programs with below average acceptance of the first offer

definitively rejected the offers (see Data S1 for further discussion). It

were associated with significantly higher wait-list mortality.6 Similarly,

is plausible, but not certain, that programs in DSAs with relatively high

programs with high offer acceptance may provide better access to kid-

discard rates would have received offer acceptance ratios in our analy-

ney transplant than programs with lower offer acceptance, possibly

sis that were higher than the offer acceptance ratios corresponding to

leading to better outcomes for wait-listed candidates. Additionally, we

all offers regardless of eventual placement. This scenario would suggest

found that low offer acceptance was associated with high CIT. This

that our analysis may have underestimated the strength of the asso-

relationship may indicate that DSAs with low acceptance may have

ciation between offer acceptance and kidney placement. Additionally,

worse outcomes for recovered and transplanted kidneys because

despite adjusting for important donor factors in kidney placement, the

11,12

higher CIT is associated with worse post-transplant outcomes.

analysis remains subject to potential confounding from unmeasured or

Thus, further investigation is warranted regarding the relationships

poorly collected risk factors, for example, cardiovascular risk factors for

between DSA-specific offer acceptance, program-specific offer ac-

wait-listed candidates. Lastly, registry data cannot evaluate the daily

ceptance, and candidate outcomes.

practices of kidney transplant programs and, therefore, cannot assess

Public reporting is a potential avenue toward improving kidney

the specific reasons for high or low offer acceptance.

offer acceptance. For example, SRTR could integrate program-specific

In summary, we identified a significant association between offer

offer acceptance ratios for all donors and important subgroups into

acceptance practices in a DSA and kidney discard. Further efforts to

the program-specific reports, which are published on a public web-

improve offer acceptance practices may help eliminate unnecessary

site twice a year. Additionally, programs could be provided with pri-

discards, reduce CIT, and thereby improve access to and outcomes of

vate detailed reports including two-and one-sided CUSUM charts,13

kidney transplant in the United States.

offer acceptance ratios for donors with characteristics that can hinder
placement (eg, DCD), and/or a detailed list of declined offers with the
largest expected probability of acceptance and the eventual candi-

AC KNOW L ED G EM ENTS

date(s) who accepted the kidney(s). Both approaches provide decision

This work was conducted under the auspices of the Minneapolis

makers at kidney transplant programs with the information necessary

Medical Research Foundation, contractor for the Scientific Registry

to identify potential shortcomings and opportunities for improvement

of Transplant Recipients, as a deliverable under contract number

in program-specific offer acceptance practices. Public reporting for

HHSH250201500009C (US Department of Health and Human

OPOs may provide another avenue toward reducing kidney discard.

Services, Health Resources and Services Administration, Healthcare

For example, SRTR could provide private reports to OPOs regarding

Systems Bureau, Division of Transplantation). As a US Government-

program-specific offer acceptance of kidneys with, for example, over

sponsored work, there are no restrictions on its use. The views ex-

100 offers. Thus, when a kidney becomes difficult to place, the OPO

pressed herein are those of the authors and not necessarily those of

could, within the confines of OPTN policy, begin to expedite the pro-

the US Government. AKI was partially supported by R01 HS 24527.

cess by offering the kidney to the programs most likely to accept it. A

The authors thank Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients col-

similar approach helps guide “rescue allocation” in Eurotransplant by

league Nan Booth, MSW, MPH, ELS, for manuscript editing.
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